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When the ideas of an innovative architect or designer are 
combined with the latest laser technology, it results in a 
vast range of design variations that can be used for interior 

main interior applications include room dividers and wall 

These are the four cornerstones of our company 
philosophy:

Individuality

Make use of the numerous options in relation to colour, 

Innovation
We are always searching for new materials and 
applications to complement our range of products to 
enable us to respond to any prospective challenges that 

State-of-the-Art Technology
We use state-of-the-art machines to produce a high 
quality product that aligns with your own individual 

Reliability

And should you still have any concerns, we will always be 

It is our pleasure to be able to share with 
you  numerous  interior  applications  of 

our products!
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Our laser technology offers creative-minded designers 

from the Hirslanden restaurant, Bruag provides you with 
the opportunity of introducing extremely delicate panels for 

with the degree of detail in our perforations as compared to 
traditional production techniques such as what is produced by 

completely new ornamentations and perforations that have 
never previously been seen can be produced in almost any 

also stove enamel the fastener in the same colour, providing a 

Delicate Perforated Elements 
Made to your Design
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Materials
Formboard top pine CELLON® MDF Plywood

Area of use Exterior and Interior Exterior and Interior Interior Interior

Raw Material
Wooden board with 

polyurethane bonding 
(without  formaldehyde) 

Compact High-Pressure 
Laminate board (HPL) 

Medium Density 
Fibreboard 

Oak plywood

Thickness 10 or 18mm
6, 8 or 10 mm (other thicknesses 

available on consultation)
10, 19, or 30mm 18mm

Raw Material 
Maximum Format

18x6200x2100mm; 
10x6100x2100mm 

8x3630x1860mm or 
8x3050x1300mm

10x2800x2070mm 
19x5600x2070mm 
30x5600x2070mm 

18x3000x1500

Tell us the Application and we will 
Recommend the Appropriate Material
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Have you not succeeded in finding a wall cladding 
that exactly matches your design ideas?

No need to despair. We offer customized wall 
elements that fit your personal requirements, such 

that the shapes, perforations and colours are 
totally individual.

Room Dividers
and Wall Cladding

97

The architecture of the Swiss Embassy in the United Arab 

To give additional character to the rooms, the designer 
decided to use perforated MDF panels as a double-sided 

thereby demonstrating another aspect of Bruag’s 

the panels have been curved exactly to the wishes of 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

UAE/Abu Dhabi
Swiss Embassy Abu Dhabi

MDF, 16mm
Individual Design

RAL 9016
EMO Innenarchitektur Langenthal

Panels in the Form of 
Snow Crystals for the 
Swiss Embassy in the UAE
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Perforated Elements 
Acting as Room Dividers
“My customers wanted a soft partitioning for their 

of the room or restrict the light”, explains architect 

not only serves to divide the room, but also features 

partition walls can be completely or partially closed 
and give the room an appropriate, slightly oriental 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Switzerland/Brugg
Hair and Nail Studio Brugg

Formboard top pine, 18mm
50100

ASS Alu Silver
Stoos Architekten Brugg

Creating
a Refreshing 
Atmosphere
Using perforated partitions 
rather than plain walls makes 
the room seem bigger and 
more spacious, enabling the 
sophisticated coffee-lovers 
of Vienna to enjoy a great 

is enhanced by the use of 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Austria/Vienna
cafe+co Vienna

MDF, 19mm
50402

RAL
Derenko Vienna
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Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Switzerland/Zinal 
Reka Holiday Center 

MDF, various thicknesses 
Individual Design

NCS S 6502-Y, RAK 1019, NCS S 2040-G3Y 
Andrin Schweizer Zurich

When creative architects and innovative product materials meet, 

Two 38mm-thick MDF panels have been glued so as to increase stability 

underline the vertical look of the panels, the separation barriers have not 

it came to the playground, the architects made full use of the possibilities 

mirroring the DXF drawings and have then been coated in various shades 

Making Full Use of the Potential 
Offered by Laser Cutting
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highly eco-friendly, but also due to the pattern, it is specially designed to complement 

Customized Wall Cladding that 
Enhances the Ambiance of the Room
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Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:
Photographer:

Switzerland/Lipperswil
Hotel Golfpanorama Lipperswil

MDF, 19mm
10100

NCS S 0500-N
Architekturbüro Frei + Graf AG Weinfelden

Mario Gaccioli Kreuzlingen

Consider having your individual panel produced whether it is the logo of 
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An Open Design 
that Promotes 
Fresh Air Supply
The perforated oak plywood panels used in 
Zurich City Hall are convincing both from a 

particular perforation meant it was possible 
to have over 50% open surface, allowing 
the air conditioning to work in a proper 

aesthetic perspective, the panel’s borderless 
transition allows it to form an uninterrupted 

thus a perfect example of what is possible 
when the individuality of our products has 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Switzerland/Zurich
City hall Zurich

Oak Plywood, 18mm
Individual Design

Colourless varnish

Partners Architekten AG Zürich
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Elegant, Trapezoid-
Shaped Panels
Perforated interior elements made out 
of wood give modern buildings a special 

create an intriguing interplay between 
light and shadow as well as a distinctive 

in this case the panels are not rectangular, 

cutting technique means this does not 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Switzerland/Heimberg

Oak Plywood, 18mm 
Individual Design

Colourless varnish
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the greatest attention, the design of the stairwell is sometimes 

bespoke banister is available in thousands of colours and an almost 

Please bear in mind that the 
laser cutting process may 
leave the edges of the panel 

used, especially for 30mm 
MDF panels, a slight back 

panels are used, a slight 

Stairwells with Character

Love at first sight?

A stair railing that attracts attention when you first 
step into a room – this is what Bruag can do for you.

Stair Railings
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While the perforated panels produced by Bruag 
can be used to create totally individual stair 
railings, a few things still need to be borne in mind 

30mm MDF panels that are used for banisters, 
it is possible to use elements that are only 19mm 
thick if the feature is to be more used as a curtain 

the bottom and the top of the railing may provide 

If requested, we deliver not only the panels, 
but also the corresponding polished aluminium 

An Easily-mounted, 
Customised Balustrade
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Switzerland/St. Gallen
Schuhhaus Schneider

CELLON®, 10mm 
Individual Customer Design

NCS S 2005-Y50R
Forma Architekten AG St. Gallen

Shopping is either about buying basic goods or indulging 

unique atmosphere, evoking enthusiasm for new things or 

Bruag stair railings and room dividers use a unique perforation 

More Than Just Shopping – 
Tailor-Made Stair Railings

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

17
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I am sorry, what did you say?
This shouldn’t happen to you. Customized Bruag 

Acoustics Solutions unify design, functionality and lighting.

Room Acoustics
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Rooms that have a modern design are often impressive 

experience in historic rooms is often not much better: 

developed  provides numerous options for every type 

The ceilings and walls are all brought into play when it 
comes to improving the acoustics, producing positive 

room acoustics solutions, our system creates an optical 

your wishes, and your individual needs (such as holes for 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Switzerland/Lachen
Steakhouse Marina Lachen

MDF, 19mm
50100

RAL 9016

A Room Acoustics System 
with Effect and Creativity
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Bruag’s ornamental acoustic system consists of a 
frame, carrier boards containing different types of 

dimensions of the elements are 1020 x 2040 mm 

These dimensions can be varied to suit individual 

Nuremberg demonstrate the results that can be 

had surfaces with varying degrees of openness, set 

of the elements varied between 50, 100 and 200 
mm with the 100 mm-deep element yielding an 

Excellent Absorption Rates Confirm the 
Effect of Bruag’s Room Acoustics System
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The simple metal frame, with 

assembled acoustic element is then 

can improve the acoustics of a large 

Carrier Board

An Acoustics Solution to Delight the Eyes 
and Ears – and to Suit every Budget

3

3

4

4

2

2

1

1
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Corporate Identity
in Tandem with
Improved Acoustics

opportunity to include letterings or logos into 

therefore allows you to display your Corporate 
Identity while simultaneously improving the 

ideal solution for restaurants, meeting rooms, 

23

Noise Reduction for 
Open-Plan Offices

development, demand for products which 
enable employees to keep a certain degree 

solutions are individually produced and 

to laser technology, we are able to produce 
completely individual perforations and 
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Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Germany/Koblenz

MDF, 30mm
50100 scaled

RAL 9016
Von Canal Architekten Koblenz
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Conventionally-installed 
Acoustics Solutions
The great variety of colours and perforations that 
can be incorporated into the Bruag Acoustic System 
likewise accompany the conventionally-installed 

‘conventional installation’ we mean that no metal 

This solution has been used in a skilful manner in 

particularly remarkable is that although the panels 
consist of 58% of open space within a 4 x 1 metre 
format and a continuous perforation, they are still 

The basic requirements in terms of open space were 

technology enabled us to follow these requirements, 
while a heavy curtain has been purposely placed 
behind the panels to facilitate any adjustments may 
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Perforation Density Befitting the Requirements
The fact that every single panel can have a different 

2927

Architects Penoyre & Prasad LLC approached 
the library extension project in Kent with the 
aim of creating a vibrant contemporary building 

this goal, the architects were seeking creative 
solutions that would both capture the tradition of 

The perforated panels that have been produced 
exactly according to the architects’ drawings  and 
have been coated in a shade of gold, act as an eye-

visitors to the library, but also the elements that 
have been furnished with a special textile and 
sound-absorbing materials to  improve room 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:
Photographer:

Great Britain/Kent

CELLON®, 8mm
Individual Design

Bruag Alu Gold

Using Perforated Wall 
Claddings to Improve 
Room Acoustics
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Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:

Perforation:
Colour:

Architect / Planner:

Schweiz/Malans
Medizinisches Center Karlihof Malans

CELLON®

Individual Customer Design

Acoustic Ceilings With a Motif 
Matching the Medical Center 
Function
The medical Center Karlihof in Malans is the best example for acoustics elements 
not only being functional but also combining technical aspects with aesthetics 

building in the outskirts of Malans combines state of the art medical treatments 

was to implement my drawing as a basis for Bruag to produce the panels and how 
straightforward the process from initial contact to delivery was”, says architect 

proof CELLON has been used in the outside and was combined with MDF 

panels produced by Bruag and the functional aspect of acoustics enhancement 
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Multifunctional Systems: 
Design, Acoustics and Light 
All Combined

conventional acoustic solutions have already demonstrated this, 
but the combination of LED backlighting and our perforated 

LED lights it is possible to design an element which changes 
the atmosphere of a whole room by highlighting individual 
perforations and by creating an exciting interplay between light 

possesses sound-absorbing qualities which deliver or reach 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

UAE/Abu Dhabi

MDF, 10mm
10200

RAL 9003

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:
Photographer:

Switzerland/St. Gallen

MDF, 19mm
40200

NCS S 3005-Y20R
Architektur Gross AG, St. Gallen

Christoph Hoigné
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Modern architecture tends to prefer smooth and 

wood can look very attractive, the application 
of these materials on their own can result in 

of the quality of room acoustics is the sound 

Adding even more variety, combining Bruag 
acoustics solutions with LED backlighting permits 

this way, the ambience of a room can be adapted to a 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

Switzerland/Wil SG
Club l’étage Wil

MDF, 19mm
50310

Colourless varnish
Hälg AG Arnegg

Perforated Acoustics 
Elements Meet LED 
Backlighting

3331
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It has an ambitious goal: to follow in the footsteps of hip 

stores, trendy restaurants and bars, providing space for 

delicate pattern and matching indirect LED lighting contribute 

Country / Place:
Project Name:
Material:
Perforation:
Colour:
Architect / Planner:

UAE/Dubai

CELLON®, 6mm
10100

Bruag Alu Bronze
Bond Interiors Dubai

Indirectly Illuminated Perforated 
Panels for a Unique Vibe

Acoustics Elements with a Cooling Effect
In addition to the optimization of rooms in terms of design 
and acoustics, Bruag also provides a system that cools rooms 
down. Just contact us for more details. 
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Patterns that may Provide Inspiration

can also choose to have a frame surrounding the panel which is devoid of perforations, as it is also possible to 

10100
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

10200
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

10210
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

10300-1
Category 4
(1281x2040)mm

10320
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

10321
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

10330
Category 4
(1275x2040)mm

10400
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

10410
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

10500
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

10600
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

20000
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

20001
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

20003
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

20004
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

20005
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

20020
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

20021
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

20022
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

20030
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

20035
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

20050
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

20054
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

20055
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm
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20060
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

20070
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

30000
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

30201
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

20203
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

40000
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

40100
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

40200
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

40300
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50050
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

50100
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50102
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50110
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50112
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50115
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50116
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50120
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50121
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50122
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

50200
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

50201
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50300
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50310
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50315
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50320
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50325
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50330
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50331
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50332
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

50335
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm
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50341
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50350
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50360
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50370
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50371
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50372
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50373
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50374
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50380
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50402
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50403
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50413
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

50503
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50523
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

50561
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

50653
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50654
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

50803
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

50810
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

50815
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

50910
Category 5
(1020x2040)mm

60101
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

60114
Category 4
(1020x2040)mm

60141
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

60144
Category 3
(1020x2040)mm

60500
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

60511
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

60514
Category 1
(1020x2040)mm

60602
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm

60614
Category 2
(1020x2040)mm
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Balcony AcousticsBack-Ventilated Facade Garden Applications

Exterior 
Applications
Bruag also offers products for exterior 

For further information and pictures, please visit

www.bruag.ch

Perforated Cladding

Balcony Balustrades



Bruag AG
Bahnhofstrasse 8
8594 Güttingen

Switzerland

Phone: +41 71 414 00 90
Fax: +41 71 414 00 91

info@bruag.ch
www.bruag.ch


